


DIPLOMACY DESIGN NOTES: blue: has been coded
                        black: to be done, or could be done if anybody has a good idea
                        red: could use some suggestions here!
                        pink: David's comments.

   The most useful conditions are:

    KnowledgeRank(player[0]): returns player[0]'s position (a percentage) relative to whoever's in the lead in science
    GeographicRank(player[0]):   ditto relative to size of empires
    CitiesRank(player[0]):       ditto relative to # of cities in empire (could be good for combating ICS)
    PopulationRank(player[0]):   ditto relative to population of empires
    MilitaryRank(player[0]):     ditto relative to military power (I'm a bit dubious about this one)
    GoldRank(player[0]):         ditto relative to gold reserves
    TradeRank(player[0]):        ditto relative to trade

 i) AI proposals to AI: HandleEvent(NextDiplomaticState)'AI_AI_Proposal_Generator' pre {
This handler determines the conditions under which one AIciv will make a diplomatic proposal to another. The proposals that can be dealt with are:

            3    OFFER_WITHDRAW_TROOPS, (???, necessary?)

            4    REQUEST_WITHDRAW_TROOPS (No Trespassing Agreement). Whenever one AIciv is much stronger militarily than   
                 another, it will demand a No Trespassing Agreement from the weaker one.

            7    OFFER_ESTABLISH_EMBASSY (<=OFFER_BREAK_AGREEMENT) (???, necessary?)

            8    REQUEST_ESTABLISH_EMBASSY (<=REQUEST_BREAK_AGREEMENT) As soon as an AIciv gets Bureaucracy (Dynasty) it 
                 will try to establish an embassy in the territory of every other AIciv with which it's made contact.


           25    OFFER_HONOR_MILITARY_AGREEMENT, Whenever one AIciv has a military agreement with a second AIciv and the 
                 second AIciv is at war with a human who is the Military Leader, the first AIciv will offer to honor that 
                 agreement depending on TurnsAtWar, and DIFF_LEVEL.

                             Difficulty Level     # of turns to wait before offering to help
                                easy               52
                                medium             44
                                hard               36
                                very hard          28
                                impossible         20

Will the default system ensure that one makes a request to the other before this!!! No, because they're both AI. Anyway, make sure the consider priority is high on this one.

                 What about including age parameter so AI's respond more quickly as game progresses or maybe if an advanced 
                 human is beating up on a less advanced AI?

           26    REQUEST_HONOR_MILITARY_AGREEMENT, (??? necessary)

All treaties now have lengths: 30, 60, or forever turns. The AI's willingness to offer a treaty should depend in part on its length. Also an AIciv should only offer/accept a perpetual treaty in exceptional circumstances: as short and medium term treaties expire, the algorithm will be continuously re-appraising the situation. 


           32    TREATY_CEASEFIRE Whenever two AIciv's are at war, one will offer a medium length ceasefire to the other 
                 under conditions that are a function of the number of turns they've been at war and the difficulty level 
                 the human player has chosen. 
 
                             Difficulty Level     # of turns to wait before offering ceasefire
                                easy               52
                                medium             44
                                hard               36
                                very hard          28
                                impossible         20
           
                 (NTS: maybe also have ceasefire triggered by CaptureCity, like in Civ2 Democracy, but for AI only.)

           33    TREATY_PEACE  Whenever two AIciv's have a ceasefire, one will offer a medium length peace treaty to the 
                 other under conditions that are a function of the number of turns they've been at peace and the difficulty 
                 level the human player has chosen.          

                              Difficulty Level     # of turns to wait before offering peace treaty
                                easy               52
                                medium             44
                                hard               36
                                very hard          28
                                impossible         20

               

           34    TREATY_TRADE_PACT  Whenever two AIcivs are both behind a human in trade and he is #1, one will offer a 
                 medium length TRADE_PACT to the other. The chance that the AIciv will make the offer depends on the 
                 difficulty level the human player has chosen:

                              Difficulty Level     % of Human's Trade rank that both AIcivs must be lower than
                                easy               50%   
                                medium             60%
                                hard               70%
                                very hard          80%
                                impossible         90%

                 (These %'s need tweaking)

                 AIcivs with the Economic personality are slightly more inclined to make this offer.
==============================================
I hope I am reading the above numbers correctly - on the harder levels, the AI should be more willing to trade with other AI civs and also be more successful in doing so. Reply: fixed.
==============================================

           35    TREATY_RESEARCH_PACT  Whenever two AIcivs are both behind a human in knowledge and he is #1, one will 
                 offer a medium length RESEARCH_PACT to the other. The chance that the AIciv will make the offer depends on 
                 the difficulty level the human player has chosen:

                              Difficulty Level     % of Human's Knowledge rank that both AIcivs must be lower than
                                easy               50%   
                                medium             60%
                                hard               70%
                                very hard          80%
                                impossible         90%

                 (These %'s  need tweaking)

                 AIcivs with the Scientific personality are slightly more inclined to make this offer.

           36    TREATY_MILITARY_PACT  Whenever two AIcivs are both much weaker than a human who is the military leader, 
                 one will offer a medium length military pact to the other. 

                 Needs fixing for multiplayer. DONE
          
           38    TREATY_ALLIANCE  Whenever two AIcivs are both at war with a common enemy, and not at war with each other, 
                 one will offer a short term TREATY_ALLIANCE to the other. 


ii) AI proposals to Human: HandleEvent(ReactionMotivation)'AI_Human_Proposal_Generator' pre {
This handler determines the conditions under which one AIciv will make a diplomatic proposal to a human . NB: On any given turn there is only a 10% chance that the AI will make an offer at all. (Otherwise it would happen turn after turn and be very boring.) The proposals that can be best dealt with are:
 
            3    OFFER_WITHDRAW_TROOPS,
            4    REQUEST_WITHDRAW_TROOPS,(default system ok)
            5    OFFER_STOP_PIRACY, 
            6    REQUEST_STOP_PIRACY,

            7    OFFER_ESTABLISH_EMBASSY (<=OFFER_BREAK_AGREEMENT) Whenever an an AIciv gets Dynasty, is not at war 
                 with a human, and doesn't dislike that human (effective regard >300) it will offer the human the chance of 
                 establishing an embassy in it's empire. (Remember to establish cancelling conditions, with warning 
                 messages if possible.                 
 
==============================================
Your note about the ability to establish an embassy without the need of a diplomat is something I would like to see very much.

Some possibilities…

Establish an embassy based on regard (Done)- as regard drops, the chances that the embassy is expelled out of a civ is increased.(See below) War automatically expels an embassy (default). 

Establish an embassy after a set amount of turns, once contact is made - and after Bureaucracy (In Cradle, enable advance will be Dynasty)

Establish embassy should cost a set amount of gold (say 1000…) (Can't do double barreled proposals, yet :(, but will put this in response logic.)

I really wanted to implement a new threat: expel ambassador,(this could cancel any agreements we have them). But unfortunately there can be only three possible threats, you can't add new ones. It's a pity the game doesn't allow any way of breaking agreements except by going to war. THIS NEEDS WORKING ON. But can I get threats to work?
==============================================
                                                          
            8    REQUEST_ESTABLISH_EMBASSY (<=REQUEST_BREAK_AGREEMENT) Whenever an AIciv gets Dynasty, is not at war 
                 with a human, and doesn't have an embassy  in that human's empire, it will request the human to let it 
                 establish one.  But how to respond to counters? 

           23    OFFER_MAP, (default)
           24    REQUEST_MAP (default
           25    OFFER_HONOR_MILITARY_AGREEMENT, (default, ???)
           26    REQUEST_HONOR_MILITARY_AGREEMENT, (default, ???)
           27    OFFER_HONOR_POLLUTION_AGREEMENT,  
           28    REQUEST_HONOR_POLLUTION_AGREEMENT,
  
           29    OFFER_END_EMBARGO,  (Save for trading resources)

           30    REQUEST_END_EMBARGO (ditto)

// try declaring war to see what happens, the AI can't press the button!

All treaties now have lengths: 30, 60, or forever turns. The AI's willingness to offer a treaty should depend in part on its length. 

           32    TREATY_CEASEFIRE Maybe offer the human a ceasefire if losing (bigtime?) and then if the human refuses 
                 lower all other AIcivs regard towards him, or even something stronger. Or something like this.

           33    TREATY_PEACE (???)

           34    TREATY_TRADE_PACT  Whenever an AIciv and a human are both behind the trade leader, the AIciv will 
                 offer a (short)TRADE_PACT to the human. The chance that the AIciv will make the offer depends on the 
                 difficulty level the human player has chosen:

                              Difficulty Level     % of Leader's Trade rank that both civs must be lower than
                                easy               50%   
                                medium             60%
                                hard               70%
                                very hard          80%
                                impossible         90%

                 AIcivs with the Economic personality are slightly more inclined to make this offer.

           35    TREATY_RESEARCH_PACT,  Whenever an AIciv and a human are both behind the knowledge leader, the AIciv 
                 will offer a (short) RESEARCH_PACT to the human. The chance that the AIciv will make the offer depends on 
                 the difficulty level the human player has chosen:

                              Difficulty Level      % of Leader's Knowledge rank that both civs must be lower than
                                easy               50%   
                                medium             60%
                                hard               70%
                                very hard          80%
                                impossible         90%

                 AIcivs with the Scientific personality are slightly more inclined to make this offer.

==============================================
Another concept that will be good, but this concept may be very exploitable by the human. Generally, once I get the tech lead, the game becomes a lot easier - and tech trading is a quick way to close the gap. The percentages are a good way to limit this though - probably drop them more.

A couple of questions…Does the percentages work for when a human player makes an offer to the AI too - and if I fail on a trade offer, then all I need to do is keep offering until I get it. At a 50% success rate, that means I should get a successful trade after a few turns

Reply: No, when a human makes an offer it's handled in the AI's 'Response Logic' below. BTW, these offers are for Trade and Research Pacts, not specific deals. Dale didn't include research pact proposals in DIPLOMOD, I think because initially people complained that they didn't work. But they do (Martin and player1 talked about this). Anyway, you don't see a lot of them but they're a very good arrangement if you can establish them, and this should make them more common. Also, your comment pointed out a flaw in the way I had it set up. I've changed it so that the chances of the AI making ANY offer are only 10%; otherwise it would be making these offers turn, after turn, after turn,...
==============================================


           36    TREATY_MILITARY_PACT,             
           37    TREATY_POLLUTION_PACT
           38    TREATY_ALLIANCE



        

      a) What about changing Diplomatic states? (a function of ALL ranks and DIFF_LEVEL?)            

      b) What about motivations?
==============================================
I would like to see a continual unpredicatbility factor. I think that having a trusted ally suddenly turn on me does make the game more fun - however this unpredictability should become less based on how faithful you prove to be to that civ.
==============================================
Yes,  this needs working out..


 iii) AI Responses to AI Proposals: HandleEvent(NewProposal) 'AI_AI_Accept_Proposals' pre {
This handler determines the conditions under which one AIciv will accept a diplomatic proposal from another. 

              In all cases, just accept.

 iv) AI Resposes to Human Proposals: HandleEvent(NewProposal) 'Human_To_AI_Accept_Proposals' pre {
This handler determines the conditions under which one AIciv will accept a diplomatic proposal from a human. The proposals dealt with so far are:

       7    OFFER_ESTABLISH_EMBASSY (<=OFFER_BREAK_AGREEMENT) 

                 If unaccompanied, accept
                 If  accompanied by a request for an embassy, 
                      If we don't really dislike him, accept
                      Else if he's got more gold than us, ask for a bribe
                 Else reject
                 . . . more to be done

==============================================
Is there any way to place a value rating on the different proposals? This will be somewhat subjective, and the value of a proposal will be in large part, dependant on the circumstances.
==============================================
Reply: I don't think it's viable although in theory it's possible. It's easier (although tedious) to 'rank' them with some specific 'tree-like' code. 


       8    REQUEST_ESTABLISH_EMBASSY (<=REQUEST_BREAK_AGREEMENT) Slight variation on above response:

                  If unaccompanied
                       If we don't like him
                            If he's got less gold than us, reject
                            Else counter with a request for gold
                  . . . more to be done


      23    OFFER_MAP,  

                  If unacompanied or accompanied by REQUEST_MAP, 
                        reject if we don't like him or trust him.
                        Else if he's stronger than us, counter with a request for a no trespassing agreement
                        Else if he's got more gold than us, counter with a request for gold
                        Else accept
                  If accompanied by a request for a city, an advance, or gold (?), reject of course. (Probably not 
                  necessary, the default system should do this.)

               What else?

==============================================
All are good - and I would like to have any weaker human request for a map be countered by a stronger AI with an additional request for gold/no trespassing agreement, along with the map. When I request a map, I either get a counter request for my own maps - which is a fair trade, or a flat refusal (based on regard) Reply: The way it's set up, if a human asks a WEAKER AI for a map, the AI will counter with a request for a no trespassing agreement. Should I change this to 'stronger' or make it a blanket condition so that an AI always counters with a request for a no trespassing agreement? If I can get your idea of a fixed length peace treaty (below) working, it might be something to put in here.
==============================================


      24    REQUEST_MAP

                  If unacompanied or accompanied by OFFER_MAP, as above

                  If accompanied by an offer of a city, an advance, or gold, accept of course. (Probably not necessary, the 
                  default system should do this.)

              What else?

      29    OFFER_END_EMBARGO, 
      30    REQUEST_END_EMBARGO,   

      32    TREATY_CEASEFIRE      A function of citiesrank: if the human asks for a ceasefire and has a big citiesrank 
            lead, reject. If a moderate citiesrank lead then counter with a request for MostAtRiskCity. (This could make 
            ICS less desirable, he he)

             What else?
==============================================
I’m using Diplo 3.5, and have no succees in getting peace treaties (this may be because Diplo 3.5 locks the AI into a warmongor state). Is it possible to get a peace treaty for a preset number of turns (possibly 20-30) Done Breaking the treaty should then drop regard big-time,(Where to put this?) and could also force some AI/AI treaties against the human player.(Likewise) This could also be accompanied by in-game messages when the treaties end.(Done, plus warnings)
==============================================
Good idea!

All treaties now have lengths: 30, 60, or forever turns. The AI's response to a human treaty offer should depend in part on its length.

     33    TREATY_PEACE (???) 

     34    TREATY_TRADE_PACT, should be a function of trade rank     and DIFF_LEVEL

     35    TREATY_RESEARCH_PACT        "              knowledge rank      "

     36    TREATY_MILITARY_PACT
          
     38    TREATY_ALLIANCE


 v) AI Resposes to Human Rejections: HandleEvent(Reject) 'Human_To_AI_React_to_Rejections' pre {
This handler determines an AIciv's response to a human when that human has rejected one of it's proposals.

CAN'T GET ANYTHING TO WORK HERE This is where threats should come in.
     
 vi) Cancelling Agreements: Since this can't be done within diplomacy, once an agreement is made it could last forever. So here we need to define the conditions under which we use the CancelAgreement function to restore some kind of equilibrium.

For the AI, let temporary agreements (always with a human, AI-AI agreements are permenant) expire. Cancelling the big agreements should be based on a core military/industrial rank plus trade/science considerations in those cases. 

For the human, the response logic for these agreements should take these things into account so that a human can't just keep renewing temporary agreements. When the AI is moving towards cancelling an agreement with a human warn the human about it.

           4    REQUEST_WITHDRAW_TROOPS, (NO TRESPASSING)  a function of military rank and DIFF_LEVEL

           33    TREATY_PEACE 
           34    TREATY_TRADE_PACT, should be a function of trade rank     and DIFF_LEVEL
           35    TREATY_RESEARCH_PACT        "              knowledge rank      "

           36    TREATY_MILITARY_PACT
          
           38    TREATY_ALLIANCE

 






